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In line with recommendations from Basketball Victoria, new conditions regarding the arrival and 

departure from the Waverley Stadium have now been implemented.  These procedures will also 

apply to all WBA run venues and courts, including primary schools and gymnasiums. 

Basketball Victoria’s Return to Sport Guidelines can be found here 

 

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE INFORMATION 

BV Return to Sport Framework stipulates a maximum arrival time of 10 minutes prior to your game 

will be enforced. Please remain in your car or wait outside the front entry until a staff member 

unlocks the front doors, 10 minutes prior to your scheduled game time.  

When entering the facility, players are to make their way straight to their designated court.  At the 

Waverley Stadium, this will be via the clearly marked right-hand lane. Any member paying the game 

fee or visiting reception must line up via the left-hand lane, maintaining 1.5 metre distances and 

practicing adequate social distancing at all times.   

WBA will close and lock all doors five minutes after games commence. The venue will remain 

closed until 10 minutes prior to the next scheduled game time. Please ensure you arrive within your 

10-minute entry time allocation. If a player is late, a team member inside must find a Biosecurity 

Officer (BSO) who will be clearly identifiable to assist any late arrivals. 

At the conclusion of your match, BSO’s and game officials will open the exit doors and all patrons 

must leave the venue via their designated exit immediately following the game, maintaining social 

distancing at all times. 

 

DATA COLLECTION FOR CONTACT TRACING 

In line with State Government regulations, WBA must record everyone who enters the WBA run 

facilities.  WBA have chosen CovidComply.com.au to ensure accurate records and multi-court 

functionality.   

For all competitions, junior and senior players listed on the scoring consoles will have their data 

recorded as taking part in the game.  All spectators, scorers, siblings and other visitors not partaking 

in the match and not listed on the official score sheet must use the CovidComply QR Code to sign in 

before entry. 

Every person entering WBA venues during junior competition will be required to demonstrate to the 

entry BSO that they have successfully signed in.  If a person forgets or does not have their phone 

on them, the BSO will manually record your information or provide you a sanitized tablet to complete 

this check in process.  The senior competition however will not have an entry BSO checking every 

person as often it’s difficult to distinguish between a player and spectator.  Therefore, once games 

commence the BSO’s will visit every court to complete a head count and confirm any persons not 

on the official score sheet are signed in accordingly. 

https://basketballvictoria.com.au/covid-19/

